
The map above illustrates the detour routes that will be used both this summer and next year
as Bristol and INDOT begin major construction projects that will impact daily traffic in the
Bristol area.  This summer we plan to start the water infrastructure improvement project. The
2-year project includes the construction of a new water tower and additional water mains
which will improve both fire protection capabilities and water pressure. The first phase will be
a new water main installed along the south side of main street with new laterals to the
businesses on both sides of Main Street.  2024 street paving projects include Indiana Street
in front of the elementary school, Maple Street north of the RR tracks and a new
Depot/Maple Street intersection. We are seeking grant funding for a paving project to repave
sections of East Elkhart, East St Joseph and Apollo streets. 
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The map illustrates the extent of the INDOT project scheduled for
2025. The red, green, and yellow lines indicate the 3 phases of the
project. The project will be a total reconstruction of these sections of
SR 15 and SR 120.  We are discussing with INDOT the possibility of
a traffic control signal on SR 15 south of Town. Our understanding at
this point is one-lane for non-commercial traffic will be open in the
downtown area during construction. Unless commercial vehicles are
making a downtown delivery, all commercial traffic will be routed on
the local detour, the blue line on the map. More information will be
available later this year as we coordinate construction schedule with
INDOT 
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In 2023 we focused paving dollars toward construction of the new railroad crossing on Stonemont, widening and
improving Maple Street south of Earthway Dr.  to prepare these streets for use as a detour route in 2023 and 2024.
The closing of the Maple Street railroad crossing was required by the railroad as part of the new Stonemont
crossing project. We understand this created an inconvenience for employees and commercial traffic that utilized
this crossing as a shortcut into the Earthway Business Park area. However, keeping it open was not an option. For
the residential area north of the tracks, the reduction in commercial traffic volume is welcomed and with new
interest in residential development in this general area, the reduced commercial traffic facilitates a safer area for
families, the school, library and churches.  
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A new option for meetings, reunions and family
events. The Town has property located on E. St
Joseph St. adjacent to Ponderosa Street. The
Council and Town Park board is considering this
location for a new building to replace the rental
facility at Hermance Park. The picture on the left is
a concept of a building being considered. We have
room for a facility that will seat over 100 people
and we plan to design it to be used for family
events, park activities and be equipped with AV
capability for local business to utilize for training or
off-site meetings. The Town is seeking corporate
sponsors for the project. If you are interested
contact Mike Yoder at Town Hall. 574-298-3331
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The area circled in blue is now complete. The area circled in red, on both sides of SR 15, is generating development
interest and we expect new construction in this area in 2024. The section of Ponderosa circled in green is a Town
project. The plan is to relocate Ponderosa to align with the future south-bound business route. Construction will be
scheduled after right-of-way acquisition is complete. The business route sections outside the blue and green circle
areas are still at a conceptual stage. The majority of the business route is being constructed by developers, landowners
and new businesses. The new streets are designed and constructed to our standards and later accepted by the Town.
The Town is able to provide incentives to assist in the construction cost, but the initial investments are primarily funded
with private dollars, not tax dollars. 


